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matter. But when it comes to giving five or six times as much ±, it is a

situation which needs to be handled with great care. You can get into a

situation where somebody is right behind you and paying most of your BI salary.

Standing beside you lOO. It is wonderful. And then this man becomes offended

some xxx thing, and he withdraws x his money and the bottom drops out

of everything. It is not a good situation. Wxkx

We have a trustee of the Seminary who has discussedthis point right from the

start. He hasxic said, count your running expenses of the Seminary, the

necessary expenses on what you get from great numbers of individuals. Small sums.

And, he said, when you get an occasional big sum, count that as gravy. In other

words, don't count on big sums, or don't get into a situaUon where you are lookirg

to a zxx few large sources for your main support. It puts too muck of an

unnatural situation where somebody's whim can interfere. Or where a person can

iightly become displeased with what is done. A person who gives a large sum

has a responsibility before God to see to it that it is spent properly.

(question) break in record

This is our last meeting of the ch. got govt. class, and there is quite
a bit that I want to cover.
/i had written down a number of statements with points under them, which I

tiink will help us to crystallize what we want to get over today. A good bit

of it comes from principles which we have already looked at. %, we perhaps

won't need to spend quite as much time on some of the points that we would enjoy

doing if we had the time. As you know, the form of govt. of the Bible Pres.

Ch., which I assigned to you, I asked you to study quite a long time ago, to

know what its teachings are and what the form is for the system, and how it

relates to the various x principles.

(question) Well, now, we were looking at E, the primary functions of

Ch. Govt., and we have spoken about number k, the overseeing of the

epette
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of funds. And we had discussed that the last time, a good many of

tie different phases of it. Xxm

Number 5, I want to speak of rather briefly now, as za perhaps some

of the detail of this will come out later in the next head. Number 5 is, to
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